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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE FACULTY SENATE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
Monday, November 3, 1986 Room 146, College of Law

The Faculty Senate convened in regular session at 3:05 p.m. on Monday,
November 3, 1986, in Room 146 of the College of Law. Sixty-one members were
present. Presiding Officer of the Senate Thomas Rehm presided.

SENATE ME1BERS PRESENT: Alcorn, Aieamoni, Andreas, Aquilano, Atwater, Beigel,
Boilerman, Butler, Cardon, Cartee, Chase, Chen,
Chisholm, Cole, Culicover, Cusanovich, Dickstein,
Epstein, Ewbank, Fahey, Fenstermacher, Fernandez,
Fleming, Ganapol, Garcia, Gourley, Hasseimo, Heires,
Hetrick, Horak, Irving, Jones, Kettel, Kinkade,
Kof fier, Laird, Matter, Mautner, McBryde, Mcconnell,
Mishel, Muramoto, J. O'Brien, S. O'Brien, Papianus,
Patterson, Reed, Rehm, Ridge, Roemer, Rollins, Ruiz,
Sampanes, Silverman (after 4:30), Sorensen, Stein,
Streitmatter, Swalin, Weiss, Witte, and Woodard. Dr.
Robert Sankey served as Parliamentarian.

SENATE ME1BERS ABSENT: Bootman, Boynton, Cunningham, Drake, Duncan, Enery,
Garrett, Goetinck, Kosinski, Larson, Marcus,
McCullough, Murphy, Peterson, Sacamano, Scott,
Sharkey, Smith, Tollin, Tomizuka, Tuchi, and
Wiikening.

APPROVAL 0F MINUTES 0F OCTOBER 6, 1986: It was moved, seconded, and unani-
mously voted (motion 86-57) to approve the Minutes of October 6, 1986.

WELCOME TO VISITING STUDENT REGENT: Dr. Rehm introduced and welcomed Felicia
Martinez, student member of the Arizona Board of Regents, from Northern Arizona
University. She visited the campus over the weekend, participated in the
dedication of the new Electrical and Computer Engineering Building, and wanted
this opportunity to attend a Faculty Senate meeting.

REPORT FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVERSITY: President Kof fier said he would
coninent briefly on several topics that might be of interest.

"The first involves our arrangements for reviewing the work of deans and
department heads at five-year intervals. The Senate has suggested a set of
comprehensive arrangements, and after reviewing these and discussing them with
Professor Rehm, I am prepared to implement the Senate's recorrmendations with
three changes. One is a minor piece of editing to make it clearer that the
review coirmittees should meet with the administrators under review early in
their proceedings when such conversation might be most useful. The second is
to specify that both tenured and tenure-eligible faculty members may serve on
the review corm-tittees and, similarly, that both continuing and continuing-
eligible professional staff are eligible to participate on review coirmittees.
This makes it possible for the reviews to benefit from the perspective of all
major groups represented in the General Faculty. The third change is the only
alteration of substance. The original proposal provided for a broad measure of
open access to the final reports of the review committees. This is not
acceptable to me for two reasons. First, I believe that deans and department
heads are entitled to the same degree of privacy over their personnel reviews
that every other faculty member receives. Second, the value of a review would
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diminish if the knowledge of open access inhibited a coimiittee from being
completely frank in expressing its opinions. After consulting with Professor
Rehm concerning possible alternatives, I have decided that the review reports
will remain confidential but that the review coirmittee and the administrator
who initiated the review would jointly prepare a report to the College or
Department outlining procedures used in the review. With these limited
changes, I am implementing the Senate's recoirrnendations during the current
year.

'Th another topic, since the Senate last met, the Board of Regents made a
number of decisions that affect this University. At its most recent meeting,
the Board approved the establishment of three new categories of faculty to be
known as Lecturers, Distinguished Professors, and Regents Professors. The
lecturers will be non-tenure-eligible faculty members, appointed on renewable,
multi-year contracts of up to three years duration, who will be involved in
undergraduate courses, primarily lower-division courses. These positions may
not exceed four percent of the tenure-track faculty. Distinguished
Professorships will be limited to two percent of the full-time faculty and will
be awarded to recognize exceptional contributions to the mission of the
University, a history of sustained accomplishment, and national recognition.
These Prof essorships will carry a salary increment. Regents Professorships
will be limited to one percent of the full-time faculty and will be awarded to
individuals who have achieved national and international distinction, and whose
accomplishments extend beyond their own departments. These appointments will
carry both a salary increment and an annual allocation of funds for research
and other professional activities. I regard the Board's approval of these
positions as a significant step forward in the University's ability to
appropriately reward its most accomplished faculty members, and to continue to
attract individuals of the highest caliber.

"The Regents also made several financial decisions that are important for
us. They ratified the Capital Budget Request for 1987-88 which asks for $4.8
million for this campus, plus an additional $5.5 million for building renewals.
They also approved our Operating Budget Request for 1987-88. This includes
$236.4 million for the Main Campus, an increase of $11.46 percent over this
year's annualized base, and $46.2 million for the College of Medicine, an
increase of 10.5 percent over the current year. The combined Operating Budget
Requests include $22.3 million in Decision Packages. These proposals will now
go to the Governor and the Legislature. I shall keep you informed as they move
through the budgetary process.

"Finally, the Board approved the Honorary Degree nominations which the
Faculty Senate recoirtnended at its last meeting.

"I have one last carment concerning child care provisions. For some time
the Staff Advisory Council and the Personnel Department have been working
together to see how the University might best help our employees with child
care problems. Last week, I approved the recarmendations that I received. We
shall seek an agreement with an outside agency to provide advice, information,
counsel concerning child care facilities available in the city, and financial
help in providing short-term, in-house sick care for children. We shall also
reconsider our personnel policies to ensure that leave and flexible work
schedule policies are as helpful as possible. Finally, a Task Force will be

appointed to examine the pros and cons of establishing a University-operated
child care facility in the future. This is a very complex issue, and I do not
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want to prejudge it until full information is available. Child care provisions
are extremely important in these days when both parents customarily work. I am
pleased that we have been able to make progress in an area where it is badly
needed."

REPORT FROM THE PROVOST OF THE UNIVERSITY: No report.

REPORT FROM THE CHAIRMAN OF THE FACULTY: Dr. Rehm reported that results of the
Constitution/Bylaws balloting had been tabulated: 647 favored approval, 64
were opposed. He said amendments introduced at the General Faculty Meeting are
now being worked into the document approved by the Faculty Senate. He thanked
Senator Ewbank and other members of the 1985-86 Academic Personnel Policy
Coninittee who worked on the many drafts of the Constitution/Bylaws, and he
called for a round of applause.

The Corrirrittee on Elections had completed the call for nominating petitions
for the vacant Faculty Senate seat in BPA; one validated petition had been
received, and Dr. Rehm introduced Dr. James Logan, Management & Policy, who
will be the new College Representative from BPA.

Dr. Rehm noted that the Personnel Department has authorized preparation
and distribution of Aetna Insurance Company refund checks, and they should be
in employees' hands within the next few days.

REPORT FROM THE SE)RETARY OF THE FACULTY: No report.

REPORT FROM THE PRESIDENT OF ASUA: Senator McBryde reported on Arizona
Students Association's annual tuition proposal for 1987-88. For resident
students, $1,172 was reconiïended, a $36 increase; $4,396 was recorrniended for
non-residents of [JA and AStJ, and $3,810 for NAU. She said ASA took three
factors into account: (1) the consumer price index which relates the price of
education as a product to other products on the market; this factor mandated a
3.2 percent increase, representing the $36 proposal; (2) per capita income,
which serves as an index of affordability for Arizona residents; based ori an
average from 1969, this mandated a $69 decrease in registration fees for
Arizona residents; (3) the cost of education figure, which specifies actual
cost to educate a student in the University system; historically this figure
has been 20 percent, mandating a $66 increase in 1987-88. After examining
these figures, she said, they recoitniended the $36 increase based on the fact
that the per capita income represented a $69 decrease, and cost of education
represented a $66 increase, ASA felt the $36 was the most affordable and
reasonable figure for Arizona students. She said ASA feels strongly about this
figure; although the Finance Subcomnittee of the Board of Regents has met once
and has not yet made a recorrrnendation to the Board, ASA does not anticipate its
recoimiendation being looked at seriously. Ñhen asked if they would change
their recoimendation, she said that ASA responded negatively, because they feel
the $36 increase is reasonable. The Council of Presidents has recomnended a
$96 increase at 20.5 percent of the cost of education; the proposal that was
introduced last year was to increase this percentage over the next five years
to 25 percent. She said if projected, tuition would double in 6 or 7 years.
ASA considers this unreasonable and unaf fordable. She said that if you were a
current student, and had started school on a five-year plan, your tuition would
have increased 74 percent; ASA didn't know whether the quality of education or
the quality of student life or student care had increased proportionately. Ma.
MBryde said students were told last year that they would have to "bite the
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bullet"--that the $146 increase was to "catch up" for the lack of increases in
the 70s; their question now is "when does the catch up stop?"

REPORT FROM THE ACADEMIC PERSONNEL POLICY COMMITTEE: Senator Jones reported
that the canmittee had met three times since the last Senate meeting. One
meeting dealt with the new faculty categories cited in President Koffler's
report, and their relationship to Chapter 3. The committee will report its
findings to the Senate.

REPORT FROM THE BUDGET POLICY COMMITTEE: Senator r4Connell reported that the
corrniittee is meeting every other week now, and had met twice since the last
Senate meeting. They are continuing to explore the relationship between
planning and budgeting on campus and at their last meeting, with Provost
Hasselmo and Dr. Roger Caidwell, they had an extraordinarily successful
session; Dr. Hasselmo shared with the coirmittee the evolution of the acadenic
planning process, which relates to the budget process, over the last two years.
The acadaiic planning process has specific phases, and a recently drafted
calendar: February l987--Mission Statenents and identification of strategic
issues fran each College; May 15--Action Plans; August 15--Completion of the
University Strategic Plan Cycle. He said the committee was particularly
pleased that the Provost stressed, in discussion, that he hoped the planning
process will be "from the ground up," and faculty at the Department/unit level
be part of this process of planning ref innent. He said the committee is also
pleased that Dr. Caldwell has been made available to the committee as a
consultant, in view of the masses of information involved in the budget
process. He reported that the coirrnittee has been invited to participate in the
February acadanic planning and budget formulation process, and the cannittee
has agreed to meet weekly, if necessary, at that time.

REPORT FROM THE INSTRUCTION & CURRICULUM POLICY COMMITTEE: Senator Atwater
called attention to a summarized Directory of Teaching Awards, placed on
Senators' desks today. She said the full Directory is eight pages long, and
was prepared for the Committee by the Faculty Center. The entire document will
be sent as a 3-D memo so that each Department/College will have one copy
available for its faculty; or, a copy would be available from the Faculty
Center.

REPORT FROM THE RESEA1H POLICY COMMITTEE: No report.

REPORT FROM THE STUDENT AFFAIRS POLICY COMMITTEE: Senator Mishel reported that
the committee is continuing to work on its proposal for Student/Faculty
Interaction, but it probably will not be ready for the Senate until the
beginning of the Spring sanester.

QUESTION AND ANSWER PERIOD: Senator Ganapol asked Senator McBryde about the
status of the problan with Library hours. Senator kBryde said surveys had
been circulated at the sit-in, and after analyzing that data, the Library
instituted 70 additional hours, as well as plans to be open 24 hours a day
during final exams. Students consider the matter resolved, she said.

Senator Flning said that as she listened to Senator McBryde's and Senator
McConnell's reports, both reporting on financial affairs, she wondered if there
is any interaction. Senator McConnell reported that Senator McBryde is a
manber of the Budget Policy Coirmittee. Senator McBryde responded that ASA is a
state-wide student group composed of members from each of the three
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universities, and they are independent of institutions.

Senator J. O'Brien asked Senator Mcconnell if the coimLittee had a tracking
device to indicate how many "grass roots" proposals for Decision Packages are
actually approved, and what the success rate might be. Senator McConnell said
that he joined the coninittee at the beginning of the sumner; while he was aware
that the coninittee is provided with a surrmary index, he was not aware if there
had been an analysis to produce that type of information. Senator O'Brien
asked if the coirrnittee initiates or if it responds. Senator McConnell said
that more senior mnbers of the corrinittee might be able to answer that question
more fully than he, but his experience with the large group of Decision
Packages examined thus far led him to believe the committee responds in the
area of priorities. He said that initiation did not occur at that point,
although perhaps initiation had occurred prior to his joining the comnittee.
He asked Senator S. O'Brien to comnent. Senator S. O'Brien felt that basically
what is called for is a response, with a certain amount of initiating of
priorities, with a frustrating result occurring.

APPROVAL OF CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES COMPLETED AUGUST 14, 1986: Senator Ganapol
noted the lack, in the Graduate Degree section, of degrees awarded with
Distinction, although there were a number awarded in the Undergraduate Degree
section. Senator Butler responded that he believed such distinctions were only
awarded to Undergraduates. Dr. Rehm confirmed that policy. Senator Jones said
he had noticed one individual was listed three times in the Undergraduate
section, and wondered whether that person had received three degrees. Senator

Butler responded affirmatively. It was then moved, seconded, and unanimously
approved (motion 86-58) to approve the list of degrees awarded August 14, 1986,
as suhnitted.

ANNUAL REPORT FROM THE INTEOLLEGIATE WRITING COMMITTEE: Dr. Rehm said that
Dr. Sacken, Chair of the Intercollegiate Writing Comnittee, was present at this
meeting to answer questions on the IWC's report, which was distributed to
Senators with the meeting call. There were no questions, but Dr. Sacken noted
there was a slight mistake in some of the numbers, and he would provide
corrections. Dr. Rehm thanked Dr. Sacken and the conrnittee for the thorough
and clear report.

APPROVAL OF REVISEL) HONORARY DEGREE POLICY: Secretary Ridge, Chair of the
Honorary Degree 1dvisory Corrniittee, said that President Koff 1er had suggested
to the committee that some changes in the procedures be drafted, and the
following four areas are being reccrrrnended for revision: (1) The time span
shortened for the granting of an honorary degree and the process made less
cumbersome; (2) By tradition, the base has been Arizona or some relation to
Arizona, and the revised policy broadens that base; (3) Committee input is
sought within the selection process, although the committee input still goes
through the traditional route of deans, faculty, etc.; and (4) Honorary degrees
could to be conferred at various functions not limited to coninencements. He

called for questions.

Senator Garcia said he liked the revised proposal, but had one question
concerning the time limit of the Faculty Senate to consider nominations. He

believed the proposed timetable would limit the Senate to five minutes, and he
thought more than that would be advisable. Secretary Ridge felt that due to
the confidential nature of the honorary degree, he didn't know whether that
would be possible, but he would favor it if it was possible. Senator Garcia
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asked if he could check into that, and Secretary Ridge indicated he would.
President Kof f 1er noted that in the first paragraph, second sentence, "of

Arizona" should be added to University, to read: "These degrees provide the
University with an opportunity to honor individuals for their contribution to
the University of Arizona, the nation, or the world." Secretary Ridge accepted
that addition. Senator Witte asked if there was still the requirement that
each college faculty approve the nomination, as sometimes the words "college
faculty" and "faculty" don't always mean the same things. Senator Ridge said
it was his impression that college faculty members must vote on each
ncxnination.

Secretary Ridge inquired about the procedure for implementing these
changes, and asked if a motion would be in order. Parliamentarian Sankey
responded that, for an amendment to a document previously passed, because it
had been distributed to the Senate with forewarning, it only requires a
majority vote; without a previous warning, it would require a 2/3 vote.
Secretary Ridge: 'tWith the corrections suggested, and with a view to looking
into the possibility of giving the Senate advance background on the nominees,
do I have a motion for acceptance of the Honorary Degree Policies and
Procedures as presented today?" Senator Ewbank moved for approval; this motion
(86-59) was seconded. On a point of information, Senator Garcia asked if the
Senate would have an opportunity to see final copy before taking a vote on it.
Secretary Ridge responded that the answer would be no if the motion was voted
today. Senator Beigel said it was his understanding that this policy would go
into effect beginning next fall; nominations undergoing consideration now would
be presented to the faculty this spring, in accord with the old policy, and the
first nominations the Senate would receive under this new policy would be in
the Spring of 1988. Dr. Terence Burke asked if he could speak to this matter.
Secretary Ridge called for a voice vote of those in favor of Dr. Burke
speaking; receiving a unanimous response of approval, he asked Dr. Burke to
proceed. Dr. Burke: "Once the Senate has expressed a view on this proposal,
and assuming the Senate is in favor of it, I think the President might want to
consult with Professor Ridge's conmittee to see whether it is possible to phase
in this timetable during the present year and, if that is possible, then the
Senate would receive a group of nominations in the Spring semester. Otherwise,

we would have to continue with the old policy." Senator Garcia, on a point of
information, asked: "So that, in order for us to see the proposal that has
been discussed here in its final form, one would move to table this until the
next meeting?" Secretary Ridge: "That is correct." Senator Ewbank said that,
having offered the motion to approve, he now moved to postpone action on this
motion until the December meeting of the Faculty Senate." That motion (86-60)

was seconded and was approved.

CONTINUED DISCUSSION ON CHAPTER 3, UHAP: Dr. Rehm asked Senator Jones to come
to the podium to lead the discussion on Chapter 3, and noted that Dr. Roger
Henderson was present to respond to questions which might arise concerning the
intent of the 1985-86 tJHAP Conmittee.

Referring to APPC's 2-page handout, Senator Jones recalled the Senate had
adjourned irrinediately before starting a new section:

Section 3.11.07 (p. 3-15, line 16)1
Insert a new sentence before the sentence beginning "Appointments..."
which reads: "when a tenure-eligible candidate receives an administrative
appointment, there should be a clear understanding either that the line is
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vacated, or, if the line is kept open, when the arrangement is to be
either reviewed or terminated.'t

Senator Jones said that after the preliminary discussion on tober 6, he
believed the wording might be changed to the following: "When a tenure-
eligible candidate receives an administrative appointment, there should be a
clear understanding in writing that the faculty line is vacated or that, if the
line is kept open, when the arrangenent is to be reviewed or terminated." He

said this insertion originated because apparently there have been cases where
this has not been clarified, and an individual's status has been in limbo. He

called for conments. Senator Hetrick said that College of Engineering/11ines
Advisory Committee proposed inserting in this exact place the following:
"Administrative faculty members seeking a change in faculty title or rank
require the same faculty comnittee and peer review procedures as other faculty
appointment decisions." Senator Jones called for cxments on this proposal.
Provost Hasselmo said his concern with this particular clause has been that
when faculty members take on administrative assignments usually they retain
their affiliation with their department, and that the arrangement for the
position is strictly a budgetary matter and does not appear to be the kind of
issue which needs to be addressed in the Faculty Manual. The understanding
would clearly be that the faculty member does retain his or her membership in
the department and is on leave for other assignment during that particular
period, and retains the right to return to that department without further
review process. Senator Jones said that APPC was concerned that someone might
accept an administrative appointment, and remain in that position for many
years, and the question was what happens to the so-called tenure clock if they
ceased to have that administrative position. Provost Hasselmo said he thought
it would be a very extreme case if somebody would take on a long-term
administrative assignment while on the tenure-track; he said there were
occasional cases where the clock has been stopped for a very specific reason,
but they tried to be very restrictive with that particular procedure.

Dr. Henderson asked if this discussion referred to the APPC or the Engineering/

Mines recommendation. Dr. Rehm said Engineering4ines was proposing adding
their insertion as wall as the APPC insertion. Dr. Rehm recalled that the
reason for this inclusion was for the protection of a non-tenured but tenure-
track individual, so that individual would be aware of what would need to be
done at the conclusion of any administrative appointment. Senator Witte asked
if this wouldn't also apply to promotion of tenured faculty, as in Associate
Professor to Professor, in what is called an administrative promotion, and if
Senator Hetrick was referring to that. Dr. Rehm agreed that his proposal does

refer to that category. Senator Witte said she couldn't see a good argument
being presented to allow it to take place, and she assumed silence here is
acquiescence to this important revision. Dr. Henderson said there was never
any contemplation in the UHAP Committee that anyone in an administrative
position who was seeking some promotion would not have to go through the normal
channels of a six-level review. Dr. Rehm said these insertions would make that

clear.

Senator Dickstein asked if Engineering/Mines' insertion referred to the same
personnel referred to in APPC's insertion, or if it is another group of
individuals? Dr. Rehm said that it refers to any change in faculty title,
which would include promotion, so it could apply to people who already have
tenure but are seeking promotion. Senator Ewbank asked if it wouldn't be
equally significant that the wording proposed by the APPC would clarify the
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lirmediate future for the departhent as well, insofar as reference to Itlinesit

are concerned. Provost Hasselmo said he thought there is some confusion
between the 'tbudget line't--which is a strictly budgetary matter, and which
should not be in the Faculty Manual--and the question he felt is important is
whether the faculty member who does not have tenure and who takes on an
administrative assignment is going to stay on the tenure track in that
particular unit. He said he is sympathetic to clarification of that situation,
but that it should not be cast in terms of "budget lines" but in terms of
whether that faculty member retained status as a person on the tenure track; he
thought an editorial change would make it appropriate. Senator Jones said that
in his review of Chapter 3 he had been through several versions, but he did not
recall that any version had indicated anyone could officially stop the clock.
It does state elsewhere, he said, that an individual's status does not change
when he/she moves frcni an administrative position back to a faculty position.
Dr. Henderson said: "The whole design of the tenure approval process is to
provide an individual with six years to demonstrate why he/she should receive
tenure; if a tenure-eligible person is taken out of that line, then the clock
doesn't run. There are several instances of that. But if they stay in the
line, then the clock is running." He thought it would be a rarity if there was
a tenure-eligible person appointed to an administrative position who still
wanted to occupy a tenure-eligible line, because they would not be able to meet
the requirements of the tenure track. Another point, he said, in response to
Senator Dickstein's question, is that there are no such animals as those
referred to in the Engineering/Mines proposal, "administrative faculty
members." There are administrators, academic professionals, or faculty.
Administrators may retain their faculty titles. Dr. Fulginiti, sitting in for

Senator Kettel, said there is a problem with Dr. Henderson's definition: the

new University Handbook clearly defines full-time faculty as 51 percent, and it
is possible for a tenure-eligible faculty member to have a 49 percent
appointment as a tenure-eligible faculty member and a 51 percent administrative

appointment. He asked how such individuals should be handled. Dr. Henderson
said he didn't think one could be tenure-eligible unless the appointment was
for at least 51 percent. Dr. Fulginiti said some people have been so
designated, and the current Faculty Manual still permits that. Dr. Henderson
said that the reason that distinction was made for tenure-eligible was because
there is a different rule with regard to benefits--one only had to be 50
percent-time to be eligible for insurance programs, and there was no desire to
change that rule. Senator Jones suggested this section be referred back to
APPC for an attempt at rewording.

Section 3.13.07 (p. 3-24, line 15).
Add after "faculty member's" the following: "assigritient and salary are

subject.. ."

Senator Jones said this is a moderate change, but APPC wanted to clarify that
not only their salary will be adjusted, if non-state funds become unavailable,

but also their assignment. There being no coirments he moved on to the next

section.

Section 3.17 (p. 3-25, lines 17, 21, 23).
Change each instance of "Advisory Comnittee" to "Coirmittee on Faculty

't

Senator Jones said this is an instance to ensure parallel language occurs
throughout Chapter 3. In ABOR.PM Chapter 6 and earlier in this chapter, he
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said, P & T Committees are referred to as Standing Committees on Faculty
Status. There being no comments, he suggested moving on to the next section.

Section 3.19 (P. 3-26, last line).
Change "should" to "shall"

There being no comments, Senator Jones proceeded to the next section.

Section 3.20 (p. 3-27, line 6).
Add after the word "action" "in accordance with ABOR.PM, Chapter VI."

Senator Ewbank said that in the unavoidable absen of Senator Silverman, he
moved the substitution of the recommended wording which was proposed and
distributed at the last meeting by the American Association of University
Professors, University of Arizona Chapter, which would change Section 3.19 to
read as follows (wording in CAPS is an addition): "At the time a recorimenda-
tion regarding renewal, non-renewal, promotion or tenure is transmitted by the
department head or dean to the next administrative level, the faculty member
involved shall be advised in writing of the nature of the recommendation. IN

THE EVENT 0F A RECOMMENDATION 0F NONRENEWAL, NOT 'IO PROMOTE OR NOT 'IO GRANT
TENURE, THE FACULTY MEMBER, IF HE OR SHE SO REQUESTS, SHALL BE GIVEN BY THE
DEPARTMENT HEAD OR DEAN THE REASONS ORALLY FOR THE RECOMMENDATION. AFTER BEING
GIVEN THE REASONS ORALLY FOR THE RECOMMENDATION, THE FACULTY MEMBER, IF HE OR
SHE SO REQUESTS, SHALL BE GIVEN BY THE DEPARTMENT HEAD OR DEAN A WRITTEN
CONFIRMATION OF THE REASONS." as well as the following change to Section 3.20
to read as follows (wording in CAPS is an addition, and the remaining portion
of 3.20 would read as proposed): "A nontenured faculty member whose
appointment is not renewed or who is denied promotion or tenure SHALL BE
INFORMED OF THE DECISION IN WRITING, AND, IF HE OR SHE SO REQUESTS, SHALL BE
GIVEN BY THE PROVOST THE REASONS ORALLY FOR THE DECISION. AFTER BEING GIVEN
THE REASONS ORALLY FOR THE DECISION, THE FACULTY MEMBER, IF HE OR SHE SO
REQUESTS, SHALL BE GIVEN BY THE PROVOST A WRITTEN CONFIRMATION OF THE REASONS."
This motion (86-61) was then seconded.

In support of this motion, Senator Ewbank said, the AAUP document recommending
this revision reported that one other institution under the governance of the
Arizona Board of Regents already has a policy which goes somewhat beyond this.
In addition, other reputable academic institutions of higher education
including the University of Wisconsin, the University of Illinois, the
University of Minnesota, the University of Florida, the University of North
Carolina, Indiana University and Virginia Polytechnic Institute do provide in
their regulations that reasons be given at least upon request. "It strikes me
that we have developed and modified a promotion and tenure system that is
grounded on criteria developed by faculty; promotion and tenure proceedings are
undertaken with the knowledge of the candidate, with information provided by
that candidate. We currently require some information about status at
intermediate stages. To state piously that the non-granting of tenure might
not be related to an individual's competence but to a change in the way a
department is going, having heard the timetable for academic policies as
undertaken throughout the year, any department which doesn't know prior to the
su}xnission of papers that it is undertaking a change in direction, I would
suhnit is not fully informed of its status, and any department head who permits
an individual to initiate a sequence of events that might eventuate in tenure
or promotion in the face of an already-known change in direction, is not
playing fair with the candidate who must identify individuals for external
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review, thereby making his/her review status known beyond the confines of this
University and who when he/she turns up without the granting of tenure is
thereby publicly made the object at least of questions as to what happened or
unasked questions there the assumption is made the judgement was on the basis
of quality, not because the department has changed its mind as to which
direction the department is going. Teachers who give grades are expected to
answer pestiOnS to justify the grades given, or face grade appeal processes in
which they less voluntarily disclose reasons for grades given. I think if we
are going to be an educational institution, we might as well go ahead and
borrow our own good example with undergraduate and graduate students and
provide answers to questions about why, at sane usually high level of review,
there suddenly is a discrepancy fourx between a candidate's papers and the
criteria determined at the department level which were applied in the first
instance. I therefore urge that we vote to adopt the proposed wording in
chapter 3."

Senator Jones said he would like to add that the issue of ,/nether or not an
individual should be given a statnent of reasons for non-retention or not
granting tenure was of considerable concern to the Academic Personnel Policy
Conmittee. The wording was carefully examined in ABOR.PM Chapter VI. At that
time they felt they couldn't propose something in conflict with Chapter VI.
Subsequent to that initial review, he said, it would appear that the wording of
the AAUP proposal is not in conflict with that in ABOR.PM Chapter VI. The

Academic Personnel Policy Committee unanimously agreed to support this
recoirrnendation for change.

Senator Epstein said she would also like to support the change in wording. The

Conmittee on Conciliation deals with grievances, often P & T cases which have
gone through the process, she said, and with this change in wording where at
the college or department level there might be some dissatisfaction indicated,
as well as reasons why, there might be an opportunity to do some conciliation,
as opposed to later on, when it is hopeless.

Dr. Henderson said he would like to make two ccmnents: (1) in 3.19, where the
faculty rrnber would be advised in writing by the department head or dean of a
recarmendation regarding renewal, non-renewal, promotion or tenure, at that
point the faculty member can start to dispute the recommendation. Dr.
Henderson felt the process should go through the six levels without
interdiction. (2) Dr. Henderson felt more thought should be given to detail--
what is meant by giving reasons. Fie said he would be horrified as a faculty
member if every last statement that was made in the college or department
meeting was revealed; Dr. Henderson hoped that basic reasons, like scholarship,
or teaching, or a lack of public service, were what is intended. If this is
adopted, he said, he hoped the word "basic" would be inserted before "reasons."

Senator Ewbank, responding to Dr. Henderson's coninents, said that in the past,
at another institution, he had served on the equivalent of our Dean's Advisory
Committee, a 13-department, 27-member Committee and as a part of the
procedures, the requirement was made that whenever any member of that conmittee
cast a negative vote, he/she would within a specified period following that
meeting, provided to the Dean anonymously a statement of reasons for the
negative vote. This provided the Dean with some brief summaries for assistance
in communicating to the candidate.

Senator Irving said he had some difficulty with the process as outlined by
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Senator Ewbank. He asked if anyone else wasn't concerned that a dean or
department head interpreting the anonymous report of a member of a coirrnittee in
writing to a candidate as a basis for not recorrinending tenure or promotion. He
asked why not open the entire process so that the candidate can see the written
reconTnendations of each faculty committee, each department head, each dean, and
each of the outside reviewers? Senator Jones asked if he was suggesting going
even further than this statement and opening everything up. Senator Irving
responded affirmatively.

Senator Ewbank said that the recommendation as he proposed it "deals with a
situation concerning non-renewal. Non-renewal or denial of tenure or failure
to promote is a finite decision and ultimately as provided in 3.20 it says here
is the final decision which, as the six-stage review takes it, ultimately rests
with the Provost, the senior academic officer of the University and his
recorrinendation, then, which the President may take or reject and convey that to
the Regents. So the Provost, and indeed the Dean, would not necessarily be in
a position of reporting anonymous comnents frau somebody else. He observed
that we're not just talking about any anonymous ccmnents about an individual;
we are talking about corirnents by members of the advisory committee to the dean,
whose advice is sought. He said he would not have a great deal of difficulty
in adopting Senator Irving's suggestion.

Dr. Fulginiti (sitting in for Dean Kettel) asked Senator Ewbank if his motion
would include reasons that might be included in outside letters of reference?
Senator Ewbank: "Reasons referred to are whatever reasons the dean or
department head, and at the next step, the Provost, chooses to state in support
of the position taken."

Senator Garcia said he agreed with Professor Henderson that some wording like
summary or basic should be inserted, because a complete verbatim is not a
useful piece of information, but a surrivary is.

Senator Fahey said the basic fact that seems to be emerging is that Senators
are not opposing the idea of giving reasons. She felt it then became necessary
to talk about how to go about doing this. She said it would be better worked
out by a smaller group, and she recoirrnended the mechanics go back to the APPC
for some possible restatement and clarification taking into account the
corrrnents that have come out in today's discussion.

Provost Hasselmo said that Senator Garcia had used the terminology which may be
the solution: a surrinary of reasons. He said he would suggest also that the
summary reason be given at the end of the process; it may still be given by
deans or department heads as appropriate, but not until the complete process
had been finished.

Dr. Henderson said that two different sections are being dealt with: one is a
notice of recommendation, and the other deals with reasons. He said he
believed the 1977 Faculty Manual talked about giving notice of recommendations,
and he felt that it is important to let a faculty member know, particularly
after his college level.

Senator Silverman said that he hoped consensus had been reached at least on the
point that a notice of recommendation would be provided to faculty regarding
non-renewal, renewal or promotion/tenure.
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Dr. Rehm rinded the Senate that there is a motion on the floor; he requested
a call for the question at this time on Senator Ewbank's motion.

Senator Ewbank said his motion was to adopt for the riornent this wording, and
the whole report of the APPC will be coming back, as did the Constitution, for
a final recomnendation and further potential for amendment. He said the APPC
might choose to revise the wording before bringing it back. He said that a
vote for the motion he offered would bring this wording to the APPC; many APPC
meiibers had heard this discussion and will use it in their deliberations.

Senator Fahey said she felt the Senate was ready to give a sense that they
wanted something done. She wasn't comfortable, she said, voting the precise
wording as moved. She asked if there would be a way to set it up so
substitution could be made. Dr. Rehm said it could be sent back to the
carrnittee, and ask that the discussion today produce modified wording. Senator

Fahey said she would like to move that the Academic Personnel Policy Corrrnittee
re-look at this in light of the discussion generated today, and revise it.
That motion (86-62) was seconded. A question arose as to whether the question

had been called. Dr. Sankey responded that a call of the question means
nothing until the Chair recognizes it.

Dr. Rehm then called for the vote. Motion 86-62 was then approved.

The meeting adjourned at 4:49 p.m.

George W. Ridge, Jr., Secretary

MOTIONS PASSED AT THE MEETING OF NOVE7IBER 3, 1986:

86-57 Approval of Minutes of October 6, 1986.

86-58 Approval of Degrees Awarded August 14, 1986.

86-59 Motion to approve revised Honorary Degree Policy and Procedures.

86-60 Approval of motion to table motion 86-59.
86-61 Motion to approve AAUP recorrmendatioris for Chapter 3, 3.19 and 3.20.

86-62 Approval of motion to send AAIJP recorrinendations for 3.19 and 3.20 to

Academic Personnel Policy Coirinittee for revisions.

MATTERS PENDING:

Completion of discussion on Chapter 3, UHAP.
Discussion on Chapter 4, UHAP.
Policy regarding use of a textbook in a class directed by the author.

Revised Honorary Degree Policy & Procedures: tabled until Dec. meeting.




